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Marketing Automation

WHAT IS A MARKETING AUTOMATION?

● Marketing automation allows you to automate 
communications to supporters. 

● Entry criteria and decision conditions can be highly 
customized for a curated supporter experience. 

● You can now incorporate SMS into these 
automations



Digital Communication 
Campaigns



Themes

•To test, build an asset.
•Best practices exist, answers don’t.
•It’s worth it to try.



Why non-profits are rushing to 

messaging. 

Best practices and approach

Results

What’s new and what’s next

Let’s Chat



Why 
Organizations 
are Messaging

•Ubiquity
•Personal
•Mobile 
•Conversational
•Opportunity



Messaging
4 Billion

Social
3.2 Billion

Email
3.7 Billion

Web/Browsers
3.7 BillionMonthly Active Users

Messaging is Ubiquitous



Email and the computer are work 
channels.

The phone and messaging are 
personal channels.

How do you appeal to donors? Is it 
their job or do you try to connect with 
them personally?

The most personal channel



Messaging is Mobile



There is a channel that works 
on mobile, matches our short 

attention span, is global, 
engaging and integrates into 

Engaging Networks.



Outgoing messages are like email

Response can actually be more valuable

Incoming messages include data like 
webforms or new untapped emotional 
information

The super power is response



The future is still to be won.



Non-profits 
own 
messaging.

Believe in Long Term
Ideas and Issues
People Give a Sh*t 
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Chatbots?



SMS: Build, Engage and 
Activate your owned list of 
subscribers.



Focus on more people and 
more action.



More People = More Response



Phone View

More People = More Response



Shedd Aquarium
Launched a TV campaign with the goal of acquiring 
new fundraising leads. 
 
They made two versions of the same commercial. One 
version promoted a unique URL for signup, the other 
version promoted a text call to action – “Text SHEDD to 
12345”

They collected 325% more emails per dollar spent via 
SMS. 

More People



The best way to build an SMS list is through your 

website.

If you are doing TV, Radio, Print, PR, Podcasts, Live 

Events or Outdoor – the best response will come from 

SMS.

But…



It’s not rocket science. More 
people see your message, 
more people do what the 

message asks.

More Action



Humane Society
HSUS has an SMS subscription list that they engage with 
throughout the year. 
 
On New Years Eve they texted people and emailed them 
asking for an end of year gift. 
 
People that received a text message and an email were 
77% more likely to make a gift, compared to people that only 
received an email.

More Action



Results



Fearless Mobile Strategies
Direct mail fundraising campaigns.
 
Some supporters receive a peer to peer text 
message including a picture of the direct mail 
solicitation

Supporters that receive a text message reminder 
are 38% more likely to respond to the direct mail 
campaign.

SMS Results



Obama 2012
Group A: Opted in to SMS & email and have a credit 
card saved on file. Group B: Only opted in to email, 
no saved credit card.
 
The campaign text supporters asking for a donation. 
The user replies with a donation amount and the 
credit card is automatically charged.  

Supporters are 8,000% more likely to reply to 
donated, compared to donating through email.

SMS Results



Human Rights Campaign

Supporters that are messaging + 
email subscribers are 325% more 
likely to donate compared to email – 
only supporters.

SMS Results



Two-Step Donations

Small PSMS Donation
Followup on the phone and get a 
monthly recurring donation.
Speak to 40% of responders
15-25% of conversations convert 
to monthly donors.

SMS Results



Mobile Donations: PSMS

Fast, frictionless donations
Donation added to phone bill
Small donation amounts
No data, no communications

What else?



Peer to Peer Messaging

Automated SMS requires opt-in. What if the 
messaging isn’t automated?
1-on-1, human to human conversations
Can it scale?
Are we sure it’s legal?

What Else?



Transactions in Messaging

Credit card is saved or subscription 
connected to profile. 
User can respond to trigger a transaction.
This is one way to close the loop!

What’s New?



Sentiment Analysis

Incoming messages are new data.
More personal and emotional than 
demographic data
Can we understand how a donor 
talks, and look for more?

What’s New?



You’ll need a phone number to send and receive 
texts.
 
Opt-in is required.

Focus on the supporter – treat SMS like 
multi-channel.

Start small and test.

Getting Started & FAQs
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